THE BARCODE EXPERTS

Features
Wide rage of barcode
symbologies
Wide range of output
file types
Generate linear and
2D barcodes
User friendly
Check digit calculator
About Axicon
Axicon Auto ID is a world leader in barcode
verification,
having
developed
and
manufactured our own range of verifiers
since 1989. Axicon barcode verifiers are
used to measure the quality of linear and
matrix barcodes, on all levels of product
packaging.

Filmbar Graphics
Barcode software package

Filmbar Graphics is a barcode file generation software package for users who
need to create their own barcodes. The software enables you to choose from
a wide range of linear barcode symbols, and some 2D symbols, and you can
adjust their size, apply bar width adjustments in 1 micron increments, and
when allowable, adjust the wide-to-narrow bar width ratio.
The software will also calculate the relevant check digit for GS1 barcodes,
and check that your barcodes conform to the correct specifications. As well
as being able to produce all the widely used GS1 barcodes, the software
can also create Codabar, Code 39, Code 49, Maxicode, PDF-417, Micro PDF,
Postnet, and other symbols.
The output files can be in a number of formats including EPS, Adobe
Illustrator, Windows Metafile, Bitmap, or TIFF, and are compatible with
desktop publishing graphic design and word processor software packages
such as Adobe InDesign, Adobe FrameMaker, Corel Ventura, QuarkXpress, and
Word.
Please note that this is specialist software for producing an image of a barcode
for use within an existing design. It is not general label design software for
label printer use.
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Filmbars Graphics
Compatibility
FilmBar Graphics will run on any PC using a currently supported version of Microsoft Windows.
Barcode formats available
EAN-8, EAN-13, EAN-13 + 2, EAN-13 + 5, ISBN and ISSN format for EAN-13
UPC-E, UPC-A, UPC-A + 2, UPC-A + 5
ITF, ITF-14
Code 128, GS1-128
Codabar, Code 39, Code 49, Odette, Data Matrix, GS1 DataMatrix, PDF-417, Micro PDF, Maxicode, Postnet.

All trademarks are acknowledged as belonging to their respective companies.
As Axicon continually improves its products, the specifications and features explained here are subject to change without notice.
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